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hypothesize, through higher auditory processing the
sensoryauditory
space is mapped ontoa PAS in
which interpoint distancerelates monotonicallyto the
perpetual dissimilarity of personal quality of voice.
(Thisspace is independent of or parallel with the
PAS of phonetic quality [ 11, which is also mapped
from the sensory auditory space.) In the last stage, in
order to output personal information, the judgment
process is applied to the personal quality represented
in the PAS. In the ordinarycase, the process of judgment is the identificationof the talker, which may be
HIROSHI MATSUMOTO, SHIZUO HIKI, TOSHIO SONE,
ascribed to a discrimination between the representaand TADAMOTO NIMURA
tion of a given voice input in the PAS and that of the
voice characteristics of familiar talkers stored in the
long-term memory.
In this experiment, the personal qualityof sustained
Abstract-The personal quality
of sustained vowels uttered
by eight male talkers was represented multidimensionally in a vowelswas
scaled multidimensionally, utilizing dispsychological auditory space (PAS) by means of Kruskal’s crimination tests in which listeners were supposed to
multidimensional scaling procedurebased on the perceptual
store the representation of the personal quality in the
confusion in talker discrimination tests. Physical properties of
PAS
of the preceding stimulus in short-term memory
the vowels were analyzed in terms of elementary acoustical
of the following stimulus.
parameters,suchasformantfrequencies,slope
of glottal and compare it with that
source spectrum, mean fundamental pitch frequency, and rapid In this way the nature of the PAS is observed sepafluctuation of fundamental pitch period. Then the relationrately from the ordinary identification process. This
ship between the configuration on the PAS and the acoustical
will serve t o avoid the ambiguities caused by the
parameterswasexaminedthroughmultiplecorrelationand
listener’s
familiarity with the talker and uncertainty
regression analysis.
The contribution of those acoustical parameters to the per- of the memory.

Multidimensional
Representation of
Personal Qualityof
Vowels and its
Acoustical Correlates

sonal quality of the five Japanese vowels and the relative contributions of the vocal tract and the glottal sourcecharacteristics
are
demonstrated
quantitatively.
These
results
were
obtained partially. by utilizinghybrid
voices inwhich
the
source wave ortheformantfrequencypattern
was interchanged among different talkers.

I I. Voice Samples of the Vowel /a/

Voice samples used in the first experiment were 24
sustained vowels, Japanese /a/, utteredwiththree
levels of fundamental pitch frequency (120,140, and
160 Hz, approximately) by each of eight male adult
talkers (voice set I). The vowel /a/ was used here beI. Introduction
cause thisoccures mostfrequentlyamongthe
five
As part of a general study investigating the auditory vowels in Japanese speech.
These eight talkers were chosen as the representaprocess forextractingpersonalinformationfrom
speech, therelation between the perceptualdifference tives of 25 candidates in the age range from 20 t o 35
inpersonalqualityand
thedifference in physical years. There was no candidate with pathologic voice.
The talkers were instructed to utter the vowel for a
properties was analyzed for sustained vowels.
In order to observe the perceptual difference in per- few seconds with natural intensity, adjusting its pitch
sonal quality, recognition rates or confusion matrices frequency to that of a pure tone (120, 140, and 160
have been utilized in most of the previous studies. In Hz)that was presented toone ear of eachtalker
this study, however, it was tried to observe quantita- through an earphone.
Then,a 0 . 5 s portion of the steadypart was extively the multidimensional naturethat
underlies
personal quality in the psychological process in terms tracted from each o f thesesustained vowels byreof distance
on
the
psychological auditory space producing the master recording through a gate circuit
with a 10-ms rise and fall time. The intensity was ad(PAS).
In the first stage of the auditory process for extrac- justed in dubbing the submasterrecordings so that the
ting personal information from speech, voice input is peak volume units (vu) meter reading was the same
for each voice sample.
mappedontoa
sensory auditory space throughan
elementary auditory process that deals with sensory
differences in the basic attributes of sound, such as Ill. Determination of Acoustical Parameters
intensity,
pitch,
and
spectral
pattern.
Then,
we
The acoustical parameters used here i n examining
Manuscript received April 1 2 , 1972; revised May 4,1973.
their relation t o personal quality were as follows: the
The authors are with the Department of Electrical Engineer- lowest three formant frequencies ( F , , F 2 , and F , );
ing and the Research Institute of Electrical Communication,
the slope of glottalsourcespectrum ((x); the mean
Tohoku University, Sendai, Japan.
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logarithmicfundamentalpitchfrequency
(log P o );
and the rapid fluctuation of fundamental
pitch
deviation of difperiod (o(A T/?) (thestandard
ferences between adjacent fundamental pitch periods
normalized by the mean fundamental pitch period).
The formant frequencies were estimated by means
of an analysis-by-synthesis method [ 2 ] , applied to
the log-amplitudespectrum
calcuiated by thefast
Fourier transform (FFT) from the digitized waveform
of a single pitch period for each voice sample. In the
analysis-by-synthesis algorithm, the six parameters
(first, second, third, and fourth formant frequencies,
the higher pole correctionterm,andthe
slope of
glottal source spectrum in dB/octave) are automatically controlled by means of the maximum neighborhood method [3] so that the synthesizedspectrum
gives the best fit to the input spectrum in the frequency range from 0.1 t o 4.0 Hz.
The mean value and the rapid fluctuation of fundamental pitch frequency were calculated on the basis
of measurements of the fundamental pitchperiods of
the voice samples with an accuracy of 0.02 ms. These
measurements were obtainedfromphotographs
of
the speech waveforms.
In the results, the ratios of standard deviation to
mean value of the first,second,andthirdformant
frequencies for the 24 voice samples were 7.8, 5.4,
and 8.0 percent, respectively, o( ranged from - 6 t o
- 2 0 dB/octave and 0 (AT)/?;from 0.4 to 1.0 percent
in voice set I.

IV. Construction of the PAS

Inorder to measure the dissimilarity of personal
quality among the voice samples, every possible pair
of the voice samples (24 X 24 = 576) was presented
nine times in random order to a group of six listeners.
The interval between the two stimuli in a pair was
2 s. The listeners, none of whom had been familiar
with the voicesof the talkers, were asked t o state
whether or not they believed the two voice samples
in a pair were uttered by the same talker and, at the
same time, to indicate the degree of confidence in
the correctness of their “same talker” or “different
talker” judgment on a three-point scale (“very sure,”
“think response is correct,” and “best guess”). The
listeners were not given any other information about
the voice samples, such as the number of talkers or
the fact that the pitch frequency, intensity,
and duration had been controlled.
In order to examine the homogeneity of the rate of
“different talker” response of the six listeners, the
correlationcoefficients
of therates
of “different
talker”responsebetween
each of the six listeners
were calculated from responses to 64 pairs sampled
randomlyfrom
all 576 pairs. As the results were
in the range from 0.59 to 0.75 (which was beyond the
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Fig. 1. Configuration on A l - A 2 and A 1 - A 3 planes ofthe
three-dimensional PAS for voice e t I, which consistsof vowel
/a/ uttered by eight male talkers (indicated by numerals and
encircled or combined by dotted lines) with fundamental
pitchfrequencies of 120, 140, and 160 Hz (indicated by
double, closed, and open circles, respectively). Stress is 11.5
percent. The arrows indicate the distance that approximately
corresponds to 30 percent “different talker” response.

1 percenk level. of confidence), it was assumed that
of the six listeners were
the dissimilarity judgments
.
.
fairly homogeneous.Therefore,
therate
of “differenb talker” responses were averaged for all six
listenersand the ninetrials.
Then, the measure of
dissimilarity for every possible combination of the
24 voice samples (24 C2 = 276 in total) was calculated
by averaging these averaged responses for each of two
pairs.thatcontained
nonidenticalstimuli butthat
were themselves identical except for order, with the
result that each measure of dissimilarity is based on
108 (= 6 X 9 X 2) responses.
The configuration of the voice samples was derived
fromthe
measures of dissimilarity by means of
Kruskal’s multidimensional scaling method [4] . The
configuration of voice set I is shown three-dimensionally in Fig. 1. A three-dimensional configuration was
chosen since the relation to each of the acoustical
parameters can beinterpretedfairlyreasonablyon
this configuration, although the stress for the threedimensional configuration is still somewhat high and
there was not a large decrease of stressfrom two
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dimensions to three dimensions (38.0,16.5,11.5, and
7.5 percent in one, two, three, and four dimensions,
respectively).
In Fig. 1,the coordinate axes are rotated so that the
A 3 axis correspondsbest tothe mean logarithmic
A , axis
fundamentalpitchfrequency.Then,the
correspondsbest to the slope of the glottal source
spectrum on the plane perpendicular to the A 3 axis
on the basis of the multiple correlations described in
Section V. The “distance” is illustrated by an arrow
whose lengthcorresponds to the “differenttalker”
response of about 30 percent.
In Fig. 1, the points that represent the sustained
vowels uttered by a single talker move upward along
thedirection
of the A , axis as thefundamental
pitch frequency increases from 120 to 160 Hz. This
indicates that the mean fundamental pitch frequency
is one of the important cues for the perception of
personal quality as has also been observed in a speaker
identification test with vowels [5] . On theother
hand, the points for a single talker cluster together in
a particular region in the A -A plane and the region
for each talker covers aconsiderable area on the
plane, showing that some other
information
on
personal qualityindependent of fundamentalpitch
frequency is contained in thesevoice samples.
In order to examine this in terms of discrimination
(ROC)
score, the receiver operatingcharacteristic
curve was derived fromthe confidence ratings for
each of the six combinations of the three levels of
fundamental pitch frequency. The ROC curves were
tracedout by plotting the cumulative sum of the
percent false rejection versus that of thepercent
correct acceptance of the six categories of similarity
scale (ranging from“verysuredifferent”
to “very
sure same”) that were converted from the three-point
confidence ratings for each of the “same talker” and
“different talker” judgments. The average results for
the six listeners are shown in Fig. 2 together with percent correct score P(c), a criterion-free index, which
the listenerwould
have obtainedhadhe
used a
criterion for making a binary decision such that percentcorrectacceptance
is equal t o percentcorrect
rejection. Fig. 2 indicates that the two voice samples
uttered by a talker with different pitch frequenciesof
Hz were
160-140 Hz, 140-120 Hz, and160-120
discriminated correctly with P(c)
.of 67, 60, and 56
percent, respectively.
The contribution of the same amount of change in
fundamentalpitchfrequency
to perception of the
personal quality of voice becomes larger as the frequency becomes lower. This is shown by thefact
140 Hz fundamental
that the stimuluspointswith
pitchfrequencyare
closer on the PAS in Fig. 1 t o
those with 160 Hz than to those with 120 Hz in spite
of the same difference in the fundamental pitch frequency in both cases, and also by the fact that,
in
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Fig. 2. Average ROC curves and P(c) of six listeners for every
possible combination of three levels of mean fundamental
pitch frequency in talker discriminationtests.

Fig. 2, P(c) for the pair of voice samples with fundabf 160 Hz and140 Hz is
mentalpitchfrequency
larger than P(c) for thatof 140 Hz and 120 Hz.
V. Relation between Acoustical Parameters and the
Configuration on the PAS

As an approach to our ultimate goal of estimating
thequantitative mappingfunction of the physical
space onto the PAS, we first examined the relationship between the configuration on the PAS and the
acoustical parameters in terms of a multiple correlation technique. The result of the multiple correlation
calculation based on the three-dimensional configuration obtained in Section IV and the results of acoustical analysis in Section I11 for the 24 voice samples of
voice set I is shown in Fig. 3. In this figure, the magnitude of the vector is linearly proportional to the
multiple correlation coefficient, and its direction corresponds to thedirection of maximum correlation.
From Fig. 3(b), it is clear that the mean fundamental pitch frequency is-highly correlated with the
configuration in the direction of the A 3 axis and, at
the same time, is perceptually independent of other
acoustical parameters that are mostly correlated with
the configuration on the A -A2 plane (beyond the
5 percent level of confidence). Among those paramA -A2 plane are
eters whose projection onthe
shown in Fig, 3(a), the slope of glottal source spectrum is related to the positive direction of the A l
axis, while the rapid fluctuation of pitch periods is
nearly related to the negative A axis. The formant
frequencies, except for F , , are related to A 2 axis as
well as t o A axis, suggesting that the contribution of
the vocal tract characteristics to the personal quality
is somewhat different from that of the glottal source
characteristics.
Inorder to examine the relative contribution of
each of those acoustical parametersto perceptual cues
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Fig. 3. Multiple correlation between the acousticalparameters
and the configuration of voice set I, expressed in vector on
A -A2 and A -A3 planes ofthe three-dimensionalPAS.
The numerals atthe vectors indicate the multiplecorrelation
coefficients and I‘*” indicates that the value is significant at
5 percent level of confidence. (a) Projections on the A -A2
plane. (b) Projections on the A -A3 plane,
TABLE I
Relation Between Various Sets of the Acoustical Parameters
and the Explained Variance of the Configuration of Voice Set
I on thePAS
i=
GLOTTAL
SOURCE

VOCAL
TRACT

CHARACTERISTICS

CHARACTERISTICS

=PLAINEDVARIANCE

m
MEAN
FUNDAMENTAL

FLUCTUATION OF

SLOPE OF GLOTTAL

FORMANT FREQUENCIES,

PITCH FREQUENCY

FUNDAMENTAL

SOURCE
SPECTRUM

F1, F2 AND F

$

3

PITCH PERIOD

X

86

X

84

A

84

A

81

71
55

of talker
discrimination,
it is necessary totake
account of the differences in variance of the mapped
points of the voice samples in each direction of maximum correlation to the acoustical parameters in adSo, the
dition to multiplecorrelationcoefficient.
of the physical space ontothe
mappingfunction
PAS was approximated by a linear multipleregression
model, and the configuration of the voice samples on
the PAS was estimated from various sets of acoustical
parameters and explained variance (or the difference
of total variance and residual variance normalized by
the total variance) was calculated as shown in TableI.
As much as 55 percent of the total variance can be
explained by the mean fundamental pitch frequency
16 percentmore
can be explainedby
aloneand
adding the slope of the glottal source spectrum and
the fluctuation of the fundamental pitch period. If,

ontheotherhand,the
lowest threeformantfrequenciesareadded
to the mean fundamental pitch
frequency, 26 percent more can be explained than by
the mean fundamental pitch frequency alone. Thus,
it is shown thatthe mean fundamentalpitchfrequency plays an important role in the perception of
personal quality, and that therelative contribution of
the vocal tract characteristics to the personal quality
is larger than that of the glottal source characteristics
other than the
mean fundamentalpitchfrequency.
All together, 86 percent of the total variance is explained by those six acoustical parameters.
VI. Related Experiment Using Hybrid Voices

Some of those acousticalparameters, such as the
thirdformant
frequencyand
the slope of glottal
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source spectrum, whose multiple correlations are in a
direction similar to the result of Section V , are correlated with each other in these voice samples. The
correlation coefficient was 0.53, which is beyond a
1 percent level of confidence, and is considered to be
much larger thanthat,duetotheartifacts
in the
acoustical analysis. Inthis case, it is impossible to
findwiththis
limited set of natural voice samples
how that pair of parameters is utilized in the perception of personal quality of voice.
In order to examine the differences in the contribution to the
perception of personalqualitybetween
the slope of glottal source spectrum and the third formantfrequency,
an experiment similar t o Miller’s
[7] was conductedwithhybrid
voice samples. In
order to produce voice samples without natural correlation between those parameters,
the source wave
or the formantfrequency pattern was interchanged in
several ways among the five talkers’ voice samples
from voice setI that hadafundamentalpitchfrequency of exactly 140 Hz. This was done using a
computer-programmed terminal analogspeech synthesizer. Theglottalsource
wave
was
generated by
repeating the waveform of one pitch period that was
derived fromthe
inverse transform of theglottal
sourcespectrumobtainedinSection
I11 for each
talker. As aresult, the fluctuation in fundamental
pitch frequency characteristic of each talker was removed in the voice samples in this experiment.
An experiment similar to the one described in Secof six
tion IV was conductedwithanothergroup
listeners to obtain the dissimilarities among the voice
samples. The configuration of the voice samples was
derived fromthe dissimilarities between every posC2 =
sible combination of the 13 voice samples
78), each of which was the average rate of “different
talker” response for each of the two identical pairs
(order
reversed)
for
six listeners
and
ten trials
(2 X 6 X 10 = 120 responses).
As it was shown in the previous experiment that the
acousticalparameters
otherthanthefundamental
pitchfrequencyrelated
primarily to the plane ( A A , ) in the three-dimensional configuration of voice
set I and all of the voice samples in this experiment
had the same fundamentalpitchfrequency,atwodimensional configuration with 7.1 percent stress was
selected to compare with the configuration of voice
set I (Fig. 1). The axes of this two-dimensional configuration were rotated [8], dilated, and translated so
as to match on a least squares basis the configuration
of the five natural voice samples of /a/ with that obtainedfor the same fivevoice samples on the A A , plane in Fig. 1.
The configuration of these synthetic voice samples
on the A -A, plane of the PAS is shown in Fig. 4.
In this result, the direction of the maximum correlation of the third formant frequency became similar

ELECTROACOUSTICS, OCTOBER 1 9 7 3

Fig. 4. Configuration on A I -A2 plane of the PAS for natural
voice samples of vowel /a/ (closed circles)uttered by five
male talkers (indicatedby numerals) with fundamental pitch
frequency of 140 Hz and synthetic voicesamples (open
circles) in whichthe formant frequency patternof thetalkers
(indicated by larger numerals) and the glottal source characteristics of other talkers (indicated by smaller numerals)
were combined.

to that of the first and second formant frequencies,
while the direction of the maximumcorrelation of
the slope of glottal source spectrumis almost diagonal
to that of the third formant frequency, These trends
are shown typicallyby thefactthatthe
stimulus
points of the voice samples consisting of the vocal
tract characteristics of the original voice sample “6,”
which has the highest formant
frequencies,
are
located at the most positive side of the direction of
the maximumcorrelation
of formant frequencies,
while those consisting of the glottal source characteristics of the original voice sample “6,” which has the
gentler falling slope of glottal source spectrum, are
located at the more positive side of the maximum
correlation of the slope of glottal source spectrum.
Moreover, the finding in Section V that the relative
contribution of the vocal tract characteristics is greater
than that of the glottal sourcecharacteristics other
than the mean fundamental pitch frequency was confirmedby thefactthatthe
mappedpoints of the
hybrid voice samples tended to be closer t o those of
the original voice samples having the same formant
pattern. These results agree with the Miller’s [7] .
VII. Personal Quality in Different Vowels

To examine whether or not the results of the experiment with vowel /a/ are also found to hold for
different vowels, an experiment similar to the one
described in Section IV for the vowel /a/ was conducted with 40 stimuli consisting of the five Japanese
vowels withafundamentalpitchfrequency
of 164
Hz uttered by each of eight male adult talkers (voice
set 11).Fiveof
the eight talkers were common to
both experiments. Every possible pair of the voice
samples was presented 3 times to agroup of 13
listeners, all of whom were different from those in
the previous experiments.
The configuration of
dissimilarities
voice set I1 was derived fromthe
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Fig. 6. Average ROC curves and P(c) of 13 listeners for every
possible combination of the fiveJapanese vowels in talker
discrimination tests.

Fig. 5. Configuration on A I -A2 plane of the PAS for voice set
11, which consists of the fiveJapanese vowels, /i,e,a,o,u/, ,stimuli for each of the five Japanese vowels of voice
uttered by eight male talkers (indicated by numerals andenset I1 areshown in Fig. 7 . For each of two of the
circled by dotted lines) withfundamental pitch frequency of
parameters, namely the slope of glottal source spec164 Hz. Talkers 1 *, 3*, and 8" are different from those of
voice set I. Stress is 22.9 percent.
trum
[Fig.
7(d)] andthe
deviation of thefirst

formant frequencyfrom
the average value for all
vowel
[Fig. 7(a)],the
between every possible combination of the 40 voice talkers for each kind of
have similar direcsamples (40C2 = 780), each of which is the average multiplecorrelationcoefficients
reasonably large values formost vowels
rate of "different talker" response for each of the 2 tionsand
is /u/ in the deviation of the first
identical pairs (order reversed) for 13 listeners and 3 (anexception
formant
frequency).
The
similar butnot
so retrials (2 X 13 X 3 = 78 responses).
For the same reason as in the previous section, the markable trends are found in the case of rapid fluc7(e)]. It
two-dimensional
configuration
of voice set I1 as tuation of fundamentalpitchperiod[Fig.
shown in Fig. 5 wasused
to comparewith
the may therefore be concluded that those three parameters(inaddition
tothe mean fundamentalpitch
A -A plane of the three-dimensional configuration
ofvoice set I. The axes were rotated,dilated,and
frequency in thegeneral case) relateto theperceptual
translated in the same way as described in Section VI. cues for talkerdiscriminationindependent
of most
as F , and
As the two-dimensional configuration of voice set I1 kinds of vowels. Otherparameters,such
to all of the
and thatof voice set I on the A -A2 plane correspond F3 did not show a direction common
well witheach
other,this configuration was con- vowels, presumably because the inter-talker variance
sidered to representreasonably the gross nature of of the deviation of the first formant frequency (northe dissimilarities of personalqualityamong
the malized by the average of all talkers) in the voice
voice samples of voice set I1 in spite of rather high sample used here was fairly large (14 percent) com12.5 percent in one, pared with the averaged intra-vowel variance of the
stress (38.2,22.9,16.8,and
deviation of each talker (normalized by the average
two, three, and four
dimensions,respectively).The
ROC curves and the P(c) for each combination of first formant frequency of all talkers) (8 percent), so
that the ratio of the former to the latter was reasonvowels are shown in Fig. 6.
Since the mappedpoints
ofvoice
samples of a ably large (1.7). On the other hand, the second forsmall inter-talker variance of
single talkerclustertogether
in aparticular region mantfrequencyhad
on the A -A2 plane and the region for each talker deviation (7 percent) with small intra-vowel variance
covers a wide area on the plane, as shown in Fig. 5, of deviation (5 percent). The third formant frequency
it is clear that the perceptual cues of the personal had medium inter-talkervariance of deviation (11perquality common t o different vowels is involved in the cent) with large intra-vowel variance of deviation
(8 percent), so thatthetworatios
were not large
listener's judgement.This is supported by thefact
1.2forthe
second and the third
that the percent correct score P(c) for the combina- enough(1.4and
tion of the different vowels ranges from 57 to 67 per- formant frequencies, respectively) for both formants
cent, except for the combinationof /a/ and lo/ as can to serveas the personal information independent of
the kind of vowels.
be seen in Fig. 6.
The explained variance (as described in Section VI)
Themultiplecorrelationcoefficientsbetween
the
acoustical parameters and the configuration of eight was calculated for each vowel and is shown in Table

,
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Fig. 7. Multiple correlation betweenthe acoustical parameters andthe configuration of voice
set I1 for each of the five Japanese vowels, expressed in vector on A -A2 plane of the PAS.
The numerals at thevectors indicate the multiple correlation coefficients and"*" indicates
that the value is significant at 5 percent level of confidence. (a) First formant frequency.
(b) Second formant frequency. (c). Third formant frequency. (d) Slope
of the glottal
source spectrum. (e) Rapid fluctuation of pitch periods.

TABLE I1
Relation Between Various Sets of the Acoustical Parameters
and the Explained Variance of the Configuration of Voice Set
I1 on the PAS _ _ _ _ _ _ - ~
GLOTTAL
SOURCE

CHARACTERISTICS

VOCAL
TRACT

CHARACTERISTICS

~

EXPLAINEDVARIANCE
INL.----____-

FLUCTUATION OF

SLOPE OFGLOTTAL

FORMANT FREQUENCIES,

FUNDAMENTAL

SOURCE
SPECTRUM

F1, Fg AND F

/i/

/e/

/a/

/o/

/u/

3

PITCHPERIOD

11. 93 to 99 percent of total variance is explained
when those five acoustical parameters are combined
all together. With the two acousticalparameters of
glottalsourcecharacteristics,
the slope of glottal
source spectrum and the rapid fluctuation of funda80 percent of the
mentalpitchfrequency,about
configuration of voice set I1 can be explained whatever the vowel may be.Although
the relative contribution of the vocal tract characteristics varies
widely with each kind of vowel, it is smaller than that
of the glottal source characteristics (other than mean

fundamental pitch frequency) in mostkinds of vowels
and is larger in the case of vowel /a/. This is in agreementwith the finding of the first experiment. The
relative vocal tract contribution is largest in the case
of /a/ (85 percent) and is very small in the case of
/u/ and l o / (45 percent and 62 percent, respectively).
This is presumably because the contribution of the
third formant frequency is less in the vowel /u/ and
l o / compared with other vowels as the energy of the
third formant is smaller for those vowels having lower
first and second formant frequencies.
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VIII. Conclusions

In order t o investigate quantitatively the relatidn
between the perceptual difference in personal quality
and the difference in the acoustica1,properties of sustained vowels, the dissimilarities among the voice
samples based on the confusion in talker discrimination tests were represented as distances on the PAS.
Then, the relation between the configuration of the
voice samples on the PAS and their acoustical properties were examined by means of multiple correlation and regression analyses.
The results obtained fromthis studyare summarized
as follows.
1) The relative contribution of the mean .fundamental pitch frequency to the perception of the personal quality of voice is the largest among all parameters, and its contribution to the perceptual dimenof those of other
sion is almost
independent
acousticalparameters.(Althoughthoseresults
were
obtainedfromtheexperiment
with the vowel /a/,
they may beextended to the case of other vowels
since thefundamental
pitchfrequency
is almost
independent of formant frequencies in the mechanism
of speech production and perception in general.)
2 ) Among the voice samples with same fundamentalpitchfrequency,the
vocal tractcharacteristics
(the deviation of the formant frequencies) and the
glottal source characteristics (the slope of the glottal
sourcespectrumandthe
rapid fluctuation of the
fundamentalpitchperiod)contribute
to different
perceptualdimensionsfromeach
other.The
magnitude of the contribution of the vocal tract characteristics tothe
perceptualdifferenceof
personal
quality varies widely according to the kind of vowel,
while this is notthe case with theglottal source
characteristics. Only in
the caseof the vowel /a/ is
thecontribution
of the vocal tract characteristics
larger than that of the glottal sourcecharacteristics.
3) Among those acoustical parameters whose
perceptual dimensions are independent of most kinds of
vowel are the deviation of the first formant frequency
from the typical value for each kind of vowel, the
slope of the glottal source spectrum, and
the rapid
fluctuation of thefundamental
pitch periods, in
which, of course,includedin
general is the mean
fundamental pitch frequency.
Although the results of this experiment depend on
t o whatextentthe
listeners were actually judging
personal quality and to what extent justdifference in
sound quality, we think that the PAS obtained from
this experiment shows the multidimensional nature of
the perception of personal quality that was intended
t o be investigated, based on following reasons. The
points that represent the voice samples uttered with
significantly different pitch frequencies, or the voice
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samples of different kinds of vowels, cluster together
in small regions characteristic of each talker on the
A I -A2 plane of the PAS. Furthermore,
talker
discrimination was carried out correctly with a P(c)
of about 60 to 70 percent for the two voice samples
in a pair whose difference in sound quality caused by
the difference in fundamental pitch frequency or
in
the kind of vowels was significantly larger than the
just noticeable difference. These considerations indicate that the listeners were judging the voice samples
notbythe
perceptualdifference of soundquality
but by thatof the personal quality of voice.
The rather high stress obtained for the configurations in these experimentsis due to the
error inthe dissimilarity data caused by averaging the rate of “different talker” response for all listeners, rather than,to
the Iack of number of dimensions. In addition,
the
stress tends to increase with an increase in the number
of dissimilarity data in the general case. So these
configurations cannot be regarded as “unlikely to be
of interest” by judging onlyfromtheamount
of
stress.
On the other hand, the configurations of the voice
samples of the five talkers common to the three experiments, but utilizing different listener groups, correspond t o each other fairly well. This fact will supportthe idea that most of the perceptual difference involved in the dissimilarity data was represented in the
three-dimensional PAS (the two-dimensional PAS for
the voice samples of the same fundamental pitch frequency).
Considering the fact that the
greatest part of theperceptual difference of personal quality was explained
by the five acoustical parameters used in this study,
and that the vowels contribute most of theenergy in
speech, it may besaid that thoseacoustical parameters
play important roles in the perception of the static
nature of the personal quality in speech.
It will be necessary, in the future, tomake clear the
effects of some of the other parameters, such as the
zero pattern in the glottal source spectrum and formentbandwidth,inaddition
t o above-mentioned
parameters onthestaticnature
of the personal
quality, as well as to investigate the dynamic nature
of the personal quality.
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engaged in such activity. However, divers experience
difficultyworking cooperatively due to the lack of
adequate diver-todiver anddiver-to-surface communication.Consequently,there
is currentlya critical
need for the development of good communication
techniques and related equipment; such a thrust is a
vital one if divers are to operate at their full potential.
TheCommunication
Sciences Laboratory atthe
University of Florida is involved in a program of basic
THOMAS A. GIORDANO, HOWARD B. ROTHMAN,
and applied research designed to investigate some of
and HARRY HOLLIEN
the problems faced by man working in the sea. It is
common knowledge [ 2 ] , [3], [ 7 ] , [ 8 ] , [ll], [14],
1161, [19], [26]-[31] that speech communication is
severely
affected the moment the diver submerges beAbstract-The development of saturation diving has enabled
man to work in t h e sea at great depths and for long periodsof neaththe
surface. It has been established further
time. This advance has resulted, in part, as a consequence
of that, with increasing depth (a situationcommonly
the substitution of helium for nitrogen in breathing gas mix- found in saturation diving), unique problems in speech
tures. However, the utilization of HeOz breathing mixtures at
communication arise due to the complex effects of
highambientpressureshas
caused problemsinspeechcomthe
diver breathinghelium/oxygen (HeO,) gas mixmunication; in turn, electronic aids have been developed to improve diver communication. These helium speech unscramblers tures at high ambient pressures. The use ofHeO,
attempt to process variously the grossly unintelligible speech
breathing mixtures is necessary in order to avoid the
resulting from the effects
of helium-oxygenbreathingmixnarcotic and, ultimately, toxic effects of nitrogen at
tures and ambient pressure, and to reconstruct such signals in
great depths.
order to provide adequate voice communication. This paper
As stated, the investigators cited above have estabpresents a discussion of the effects of He02/P on speech and
lished that a diver talking in the HeO,/P environment
then describes some of the techniques used to “unscramble”
the distortedspeech.Includedamong
the techniques are: experiences severe speech distortion. Electronic aids
1) frequency subtraction; 2) tape recorder playback; 3) vo- (usually referred t o as He02 unscramblers) have been
coder approaches; 4) digital coding; and 5) convolution processing. Inaddition, a generalized evaluation of these ap- developed to cope with this problem. However, these
units are not yet capable of processing the distorted
proaches is included.
speech to levels considered adequate for good voice
communication [13], [24]. Further, the theoretical
constructsupon which unscrambler designis based
Introduction
have not been adequately developed. Therefore, in
The development of saturation diving is permitting order to evaluate HeO, speech unscramblers and as
man to work in the sea for long periods of time-and
one phase of our research program in diver communiat great depths. This situation, coupled with theneed cation, we have undertakenafour-partprojectdefor more working divers of all types, has resulted in signed to: l )determine the exact nature of this type
the explosive expansion of the numbers of individuals of equipment (such data often is not available due to
proprietary rights); 2) develop standardized tests for
Manuscript received January 2, 1972; revised April 4, 1973. evduating all types ofHeO,
speech unscramblers;
This work was supported by the Physiological-Psychology and
Engineering Psychology Branches of the Office of Naval Re- 3 ) evaluate unscramblers on-line; and4) evaluate them
search.
off-line. The present
paper deals primarily with the
T. A.Giordano is withtheArmyElectronicsCommand,
first thrust of the four listed; essentially it constitutes
Fort Monmouth, N. J.
H. B. Rothman and H. Hollien are with the Communication
Sciences Laboratory, University of Florida, Gainesville, Fla. a review of the nature of HeO, speech unscramblers
currently in use. In order to do so in a meaningful
32601.
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